
Under German  occupation
the Comédie-Française 

hosts a performance of Schiller’s Kabale und Liebe.
whether they liked  it or not 

[theatre program inscribed by21 actors]. Comédie-Française.  Kabale und Liebe Tragédie par 
 Friedrich von Schiller. Representation sous le patronage de L’Institut Allemand a Paris donée par
le Schillertheater de Berlin. Direction: Heinrich George, Staatsschauspieler 25 et 26 Févier 1941.
Berlin:H. Heenemann, 1941. 

8vo.  Original  wrappers with  portrait of Schiller stamped in blind on cover, slightly soiled. 26p
including covers. With notes in German and French including  Schiller et la France  by Alphonse
de Chateaubriand,   Der Grosse Augenblick/Le grande instant by Schiller,   Four  full-page  photos
of lead actors, all signed in ink,  list of actors, notes on Schiller’s Luise Millerin.

The program notes byAlphonse de Chateaubriand  emphasize  the close links between Germany  and
France  by  noting how many French writers (including  Mme. de Stael, Victor Hugo, Alexandre 
Dumas fils, Gerard de Nerval and others) owed a debt of gratitude to Schiller who is here  called 
the  German Racine. 

This program was considered  “sumptuous”  at the time, due  to the photos and  lack of available 
paper in wartime France.  ( Marsh p.215).  The program is inscribed and signed  by 21 actors
including all of the principals. Provenance: Jacqueline Duc (1922 -2002) Parisian actress, sociétaire
de la Comédie Française, educator and actress in theatre and movies.

When Germany occupied  France in late 1940, Germany’s strategic policy  was to allow French
theatres  and other entertainments to continue as normal so long as they did not become dangerously
partisan.    It was hoped  that  German-friendly themes and -as here- actual German performances



could be mounted with the goal of converting  hostile feelings of the French into an  acceptance of
their cordial and culturally important occupiers. Officials in the  Vichy government were  enlisted
to assist in this project. 

By early 1941, the Germans had appointed a “propagandastaffel" Roger Capgras (1900-1963)  to
organize a series of  performances.  With his  title of directeur du Théâtre des Ambassadeurs, et
rédacteur en chef de revues  Capgras was the link between the French theatres and the German
authorities.  As a fruit and vegetable wholesaler  he  had, unfortunately, few qualifications for the
position except for his pronounced  fascist tendencies and his marriage to the actress Alice Cocéa
(1899-1970) a Romanian born actress and singer who was well connected socially. Capgras was soon
dismissed to be replaced by Robert Trébor, President of the “Association des  Directeum”.  Trébor 
was responsible for the management of  the theatres until January 1941. Overseeing the activities
was one Lieutenant Raedemacker the German cultural attache. (Holyrood p9, p.31). 

This the first performance under German occupation  was   Friedrich von  Schiller’s Kabale und
Liebe (Intrigue and Love). This performance starred  Director of the Schiller-Theater in Berlin,
Heinrich George.*  Kabale und Liebe is a five act tragedy written in 1784.  At the heart of this
Sturm and Drang piece is the tragic love affair between members of different estates: the nobleman
Ferdinand and a  musician's daughter Luise Miller.  In Germany,  the play quickly took the stage to
become one of the standard  classics of German drama.  

The  tragedy was played at the  Comédie-Française the oldest and most important theatre in France. 
Kabale und Liebe was the first ever foreign language drama in the three hundred year history ofthe
Comédie-Française**.  Attending was  a French and German audience that included  German
ambassador to France  Otto Abetz (1903-1958);  Carl-Heinrich Rudolf Wilhelm von Stülpnagel
(1886 -1944), commander in chief  of the occupying forces in France;  and Fernand de Brinon (1885-
1947) ex-journalist and  Vichy ambassador to the occupied zone. (Brinon was executed for treason
in 1947). 

Planning the Schiller Theater’s*** performance of a German  national drama  in occupied  Paris was
a daring if not heavy-handed activity  designed  to enforce  German culture on  the vanquished
French.   The French authorities could  hardly refuse  the occupier’s  demand for the stage.  The
Comédie-Française required all sociétaires  to attend the evening. While the collaborationist press
welcomed this Franco-German collaboration, the event was also  considered a violation of the very
statutes of the Comédie-Française (Forkey).  There were  many  of the Parisian cultural community 
and elsewhere who strongly objected to a German performance at  the maison de Molière.****

With typical French restraint, the theatre management did not object so loudly to the event  as to
bring the Gestapo down upon itself.   In fact, little overt  French protest of any kind took place during
the short run of this performances.    The French theatre administrator at the time  Jean-Louis
Vaudoyer  was well aware that  the Germans could ultimately change any decision  or impose any
policy of their choosing on the  theatre.   Vaudoyer was a man of  reasonable discretion who was
appointed following  the dismissal of Jacques Copeau  at the beginning of 1941. While Vaudoyer’s
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discretion led to  stresses both inside and outside the theatre,  he viewed the Comédie-Française,  not
as a stronghold of French  patriotism, but  as a source of moral comfort for Parisians.  Vaudoyer's
fault was, perhaps, not to protest loudly enough.  (Warwick 164-165).

While this  performances and the very few other German performances that followed were tolerated
by the French,  their lack of popularity  reflects the overall failure of German culture to find
appreciation,  not to mention acceptance, in occupied France. Overall except a few guest
performances the Comédie-Française during the occupation remained devoted to Moliere, Corneille
and Racine and - as best it could- to modern French authors.

Notes: 
*The famous actor Heinrich George (Georg August Friedrich Hermann Schulz. B 1893 Stettin,
Pomerania, D 1946,  Oranienburg, Brandenburg. fl1921-1945) George  was employed as general
director of the Schiller Company  acting under the pseudonym of Heinrich Schmitz. In 1937, George
was designated as a Staatsschauspieler (i.e. an actor of national importance) and in 1938 he was
appointed director of the Schiller Theater in Berlin. After the war, he was named as a Nazi
collaborator by the Russians, interred  at the NKVD special camp Nr. 7 in Sachsenhausen where he
died in 1946. 

**The Comédie-Française is by far the most important theatre company in France. The Company 
was chartered in August 1680 by the merger of the companies of the Hôtel Guénégaud and the Hôtel
de Bourgogne.  The Comédie-Français  remains to this day  devoted to the performance of  17th

century French  drama  of its most important playwrights:  Molière, Corneille and Racine.   The 
company has been  the guardian of French classical tradition even during the darkest days of the
German occupation from 1940-1941.  Overall except a few guest performances the 
Comédie-Française  was alive and devoted to French classics and - as best it could- modern French
authors during the period with Jacques Copeau as director and then Jean-Louis Vaudoyer who took
over on 4 February, 1941.

Throughout its long history, the Comédie-Française has exercised a lasting influence on the
development of French theatre, arts, and letters, although it remains a theatre primarily rooted in past
traditions. It has given the world some of the theatre’s most illustrious actors: Adrienne Lecouvreur,
Mlle Clairon, Henri-Louis Lekain, François-Joseph Talma, Mlle Rachel, Sarah Bernhardt, and
Jean-Louis Barrault.  (Garreau, et al. Comédie-Française article by Joseph E. Garreau in McGraw-
Hill Encyclopedia of World Drama, Stanley Hochman, editor. 1984. Vol I p .358).

***The Schiller Company of Berlin (established 1907 with many changes of ownerships and
temporary closings. From the re-opening with Schiller's Kabale und Liebe in the presence of Adolf
Hitler on 15 November 1938, the theatre was designated Schiller-Theater der Reichshauptstadt
Berlin. During the bombing of Berlin in World War II, the auditorium was destroyed in a RAF air
strike on the night of 22/23 November 1943. Performances continued on a provisional stage until
the theatre finally closed in September 1944. 
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**** German theatre visits:  According to Leo Forkey: this performance was the “only German
influence” in 1941.  The second visit of a German company was in 1942 when the "Bayerische
Staatsschauspiel" performed Goethe’s  Iphigenie auf Tauris on April 14th and 15th. A third  visit
by the Berlin Schiller theater took place in November 1943 when Heinrich George and  his company
put on L' Alcade de Zalamea by Calderon, (Marsh 216-217).  
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A rare and important survival
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